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BLOW UP: Inflatable Contemporary Art explores the medium of inflatable art with imagery
that is figurative, conceptual and abstract. These inflatable sculptures connote fun and whimsy,
and challenge our everyday, feet-on-the-ground perspective. Intriguing and accessible, BLOWUP engages our fascination with inflatables and investigates the imaginative ways that artists
use air as a tool for creating movable sculpture.
From sports domes and Bounce Houses to monumental biospheres, inflatable structures
provide a space to live, work and play. They also conjure a tangible connection to childhood
memories. Inflatables remind us of swimming with life-saving water wings, sledding on black
rubber inner tubes, and pummeling bounce-back Bozo punching bags. Many of us connect
inflatable structures with lifting off
and levitation—when we harness
the power of air and our own
imaginations, we can perform
impossible feats and embark on
extraordinary journeys. The
Wizard of Oz hot air balloon is
imbued with adventure that has
captivated readers and movie
goers for generations. And looking
back in history, we recall the
mysterious blimps of World War
II—ominous visions adrift in
wartime skies.
Many of the artists use a playful sense of humor to explore subjects as varied as masculinity,
death, materialism, and wartime politics. And, some of the artworks contain serious critiques of
pop culture, social norms, and the politics of space. Thus, the contrast between the friendly
softness of the sculptures and the deeper psychological themes becomes central to the work.
For example, Patrick Flibotte’s towering Inflatable Superheroes and Guy Overfelt’s super-cool
Untitled (A life- size inflatable replica of my Smokey and The Bandit 1977 Trans Am) both
present masculine elements of American culture as puffy, playful sculptures. The artworks
question these influences while gently poking fun at the male attraction to speed and violence.
Momoyo Torimitsu’s Somehow, I Don’t Feel Comfortable features two giant, smiling red
bunnies facing off and pitching forward to fit into a confined space. This figurative/political
work appears to be all fun and games, but is it? Known for addressing social issues, Torimitsu
uses two adorable and cramped bunnies to communicate her distaste for what she calls “the
cuteness syndrome” propagated by Japan’s Hello Kitty culture.
Spiritual ideas are afloat in several pieces, including Lewis deSoto’s Paranirvana (Self-portrait),
a 25-foot reclining figurative sculpture that pays homage to the traditional image of Buddha
leaving this world and entering Nirvana. By incorporating his own likeness onto the sculpture,
deSoto infuses the piece with a human quality and challenges us to consider how we will face
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the inevitable moment of death. In White Elephant, Billie Grace Lynn addresses the spiritual,
ancient history of white elephants in Asia. Early history tells us that the Buddha was conceived
after his mother dreamed of a white elephant holding a lotus blossom.
Commissioned especially for the BLOW UP show, Lee Boroson’s abstract and playful Live Rock,
represents a hybrid of natural and man-made coral reef environments. Boroson is known for
taking the natural world out of context in his giant, site-specific, inflatable sculptures of
nameless landmarks. His hand-constructed, balloon-like sculptures are a portrait of reoccurring
patterns and forms found in nature.
Also working abstractly, Claire Ashley makes billowy, hand-sewn inflatables covered like a
canvas with colorful, gestural strokes of a brush or spray paint. Using this approach, Ashley
intentionally distorts or accentuates the surface, creating sculptures that are at once absurd,
humorous, formal and whimsical.
Like the ubiquitous inflatables we see in our pedestrian lives, the unique sculptures in BLOW-UP
create a spectacular, immersive environment that I expect will have wide appeal for all visitors.
Enjoy the show!

— Carrie Lederer, Curator or Exhibitions
Bedford Gallery, Lesher Center for the Arts
Walnut Creek, California

This exhibition was made possible by a grant from The National Endowment for the Arts.
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After BLOW UP’s 2015 debut in California, the exhibition will tour the United States through
August of 2017. Venues include:
Bedford Gallery, Walnut Creek, CA – Apr. 26 - June 21, 2015
Vision Gallery, Chandler, AZ – Sept. 1 - Oct. 31, 2015
Huntsville Museum of Art, AL – Dec. 1, 2015 - Jan. 31, 2016
Schneider Museum of Art, OR – Mar. 1, 2016 - May 1, 2016
Benton Museum of Art at UCONN – June 1, 2016 - July 31, 2016
Elmhurst Art Museum, IL – Sept. 1, 2016 - Jan. 29, 2017
Muskegon Museum of Art, MI – Mar. 1, 2017 - Apr. 30, 2017
Loveland Museum, CO – June 1, 2017 - Aug. 20, 2017
Hickory Museum of Art, Hickory, NC - July 21 – Nov.25, 2018
Torimitsu work only:
Fort Smith Regional Art Museum, Fort Smith, AR - Oct. 1-Dec. 31, 2017
Ellen Noël Art Museum, Odessa, TX - April 1 - May 20, 2018
Wilson Museum at Hollins University, Roanoke, VA - January 17 – April 14, 2019
The Hermitage Museum & Gardens, Norfolk, VA - June 14 – October 13, 2019
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A Brief History of Inflatables
Inflatables have captured the imagination and soared in use
since the first hot air balloons in late eighteenth century
France. The wonder and liberty of a balloon rising above the
wealth and power of Versailles ignited a craze, inspiring
everything from fashion to new communication methods,
and though the fervor of la mode au ballon deflated quickly,
air-filled forms had many practical and military applications.
They were inexpensive to manufacture, collapsible,
The first manned hot-air balloon, designed by the
Montgolfier brothers, takes off from the Bois de
lightweight, and portable, an irresistible combination for
Boulogne, Paris, on November 21, 1783
innovation. Inflatable tire inner tubes patented by the
Michelin brothers in 1891 completely revolutionized urban
planning and travel in the early part of the twentieth
century, as bicycles, then automobiles, dominated the
roadways. Early military uses saw inflatables as
observation posts and later looming airships, culminating
in the theatrical triumph of an American “ghost army”
during WWII. Inflatable tanks and rubber airplanes acted
as tactical subterfuge designed to fool Hitler and the Axis
powers, saving tens of thousands of soldiers’ lives in the
process.

Inflatable tank as a part of the “ghost army”

In the postwar era, inflatables were redeveloped for recreational entertainment. Mechanical
engineer John Scurlock designed the first inflatable structures in 1959, beginning with inflatable
floors and soon expanding to bounce houses and water slides, still favorites among children
today. An industry of inflatable pool toys and bubbly household furniture sprung up, with
designs ranging from supportive and comfortable to fetishizing and political. NASA adopted
pneumatic technology for its Apollo missions,
creating inflatable spacesuits and moon landing
gear to fuel the space race. Protestors in the 60s
and 70s used inflatables as anti-architectural
political statements. The pervasive use of cheap
synthetic materials brought the blow-up concept
into the counterculture art studio. For example, Ant
Farm and the ultra-leftist French group Utopie
constructed large-scale and dramatic, ephemeral
inflatable structures as radical balm to an alienated
society. Contemporary artists continue to carry this
historical legacy forward, making new political or
cultural statements in a playful, soft form.
Ant Farm’s inflatable structure
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Claire Ashley (Chicago, IL)
Ashley was first inspired to explore inflatables while watching her kids play in bounce houses when they
were little. Her second introduction was through a colleague at School of the Art Institute of Chicago
who taught a short inflatable exercise years ago that further piqued Ashley’s interest in inflatables for
art making. She was excited about the potential to make large-scale sculptural forms that were soft and
lightweight, and could be folded up when not installed. She was also attracted to the idea that
inflatables are implicitly playful and humorous.
Her initial interest led her to discover how inflatables could become surfaces on which to paint. A
trained painter who aimed to paint beyond flat surfaces and straight edges, Ashley was naturally drawn
to inflatables as a medium full of possibilities. Inflatables also gave Ashley an opportunity to move
beyond the traditions of monumental sculpture and its heavy, static, monochromatic form.
Ashley also likes the fact that inflatables
exist in two states, both as flaccid skin
and taut volume, which allows the
sculptures to serve as metaphors for our
bodies: inhaling/exhaling;
taught/wrinkled skin; flaccid/erect
organs, etc.

Claire Ashley, Beauwoahzeau, 2012, spray paint on PVC
coated canvas tarpaulin and fan, 12 x 12 x 12 feet each

Ashley’s work has evolved from the
experience of having kids and being a
parent, to becoming an examination of
domestic objects of comfort and play.
She has explored household items and
forms, such as pillows, mattresses,
couches; items related to her children,
such as stuffed animals, Bounce Houses,
cartoon characters, and tents; and items
related to protection, such as airbags,
ladders, and cages. As a starting point for
her sculptures, she cuts silhouette shapes
taken from fragments of architectural
photographs of her home and creates
shapes loosely reminiscent of cartoon
characters. Once inflated, these
architectural fragments become
figurative—a reference to the people
who dwell inside and the thing that
makes a house a home.

She wants humor, absurdity, empathy, and play to be integral to the work as a foil for the monumental
scale and abstract pattern. “I think contemporary art takes itself way too seriously,” says Ashley. “So
much so, that we lose viewers. I am interested in creating democratic access to my work by utilizing a
7

deliberately egalitarian and generous collection of humorous, visceral, and empathetic connections
between the viewer and the object (Bounce Houses, cartoons, bright colors, forms that people want to
hug), and formal entry points for multiple communities to engage with the work (desire to make a
seriously beautiful surface through abstract painting and an intriguingly complex form through
monumental sculpture).” In doing this, Ashley hopes to create a sense of the uncanny within the
sculptural forms, where they are recognized by the viewer as abstract and figurative at the same time.
The audience is an active participant in the exhibitions and performances she produces. They push
against the forms, touch their surfaces, laugh at their incongruity, and sometimes enter into or dance
within the forms themselves. In short, they complete the work.
Ashley uses readily available
materials because she “wants the
philosophical underpinnings of my
work (democratic access) to be
embodied by the material itself.”
Using PVC-coated canvas tarpaulin
(used by house painters to protect
floors), Rusto-Oleum spray paint,
duct tape, children’s backpacks,
and blower fans achieves that goal.
Ashley is interested in the magical
and transformative occurrences
when these relatively
unconnected, mundane materials
are brought together to make her
work.
She links her material choices to
both, “a desire to connect with
multiple communities whether arttrained or not, and to an implicit
critique of the elitist nature of
some sections of the art world (its
intellect, its excess, its imbalance,
etc.) which is also a reflection of a
more global critique of capitalism.”
Ashley also uses these materials
Claire Ashley, Thing Two, 2013, spray paint on PVC coated canvas tarpaulin and
fan, 3 x 5 x 1 feet
for practical reasons. These
materials are cheaper than
traditional fine art materials and
can easily be folded and stored in her small studio space. Since she works on such a large scale, she
needs to take cost and space into consideration. Also, the PVC-coated canvas holds air particularly well,
the paint sits on the canvas in a way that is very satisfying to Ashley and creates “ecstatically colorful,
monumentally cartoonish, and uncanny figural sculptures.”
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Ashley breaks her process into four distinct elements: drawing, constructing, painting, and performing
or installing.
The drawing period is less physically taxing and more peaceful than other parts of her process. It is a
space for discovery where she can analyze source material and think about fragments of the whole,
rather than focusing on a complete sculpture. Her drawings, using simple pencil and paper, are the
foundation of her work.
Constructing the form itself is an incredibly laborious, physically challenging, and often mind-bending
task that requires Ashley to imagine how the pattern pieces will come together in the final form. She
sews the pieces together using a machine on her studio floor because of the weight of the material.
However, the image in Ashley’s head is not a static thing, and she is constantly tweaking the
construction process. As she works, she gathers sections together, adds folds, and grafts on extensions
or limbs. The invention continues to happen as she works, with the adding and subtracting of pieces
becoming implicit in the work and keeping things surprising. Her forms aren’t final until she seals the last
seam and turns on the fan.
The next step is to paint the surface, which happens over several days to allow for drying between each
layer. Each pass of paint is a relatively quick process. Sometimes Ashley paints as the sculpture is
deflated on the floor, and other times she works using stencils while the piece is inflated, using ladders
to reach high enough. She often turns the fan on and off while she paints, inflating and deflating the
piece to increase the number of folds the spray paint picks up and to complicate the surface of the form.
Location and the intensity of the painting on the surface can drastically change the shape.
Deciding how her forms will be displayed is the final part of her process. This contextual component
changes depending on the parameters of the exhibition or event. Her forms do not need to be installed
the same way each time they are shown. Some exist as relatively static objects, while other are meant to
be wearable sculptures.
Ashley was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, where she received her BA in Painting and Drawing at the
Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1993. She currently resides in Chicago, IL where she
received her MFA from the Art Institute of Chicago in 1995. Ashley is an Adjunct Associate Professor of
Contemporary Practices, Drawing and Painting at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She has
shown her work both nationally and internationally, and is represented by Gallerie Urbane in Dallas. You
can see more images of Ashley’s work on her blog at claireashley.tumblr.com.
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Claire Ashley’s Manifesto
I AM MAKER
I AM THINKER
I AM MOTHER
I AM CHILD
I AM WIFE
I AM HUSBAND
I AM INDEPENDENT
I AM DEPENDENT
I AM HOUSE
I AM HOME
I AM FEMININE
I AM MASCULINE
I AM FEMINIST
I AM ACTIVIST
I AM ARTIST
I AM MONUMENTAL
I AM SCULPTURE
I AM METAPHYSICAL
I AM PAINTING
I AM PHENOMENON
I AM INQUIRY
I AM POPULIST
I AM WARMTH
I AM HUMOR
I AM LAUGHTER
I AM LAUGHABLE
I AM DANCE
I AM SONG
I AM CHAOS
I AM ORDER
I AM STRUCTURE

I AM WEIRD
I AM COMPLEX
I AM ABSURD
I AM HERE
I AM EXISTENCE
I AM POSSIBILITY
I AM SPACE
I AM SCALE
I AM MASS
I AM STRENGTH
I AM AIR
I AM FORM
I AM LABOR
I AM TOUCH
I AM SEX
I AM BREATH
I AM RAPTURE
I AM MAXIMAL
I AM BEAUTY
I AM PASSION
I AM POWER
I AM BODY
I AM BLOATED
I AM FLACCID
I AM FRAIL
I AM CRISIS
I AM UNKNOWABLE
I AM TEST
I AM QUESTION
I AM ACTION
I AM REPETITION

I AM HISS
I AM WOBBLE
I AM VIBRATION
I AM LARGE
I AM INFLATED
I AM ID
I AM IMPOSSIBLE
I AM POP
I AM ABSTRACT
I AM FIGURAL
I AM AMORPHOUS
I AM BLOB
I AM SPONGEBOB
I AM SEWN
I AM HANDMADE
I AM IDEA
I AM AMNESIA
I AM INTUITIVE
I AM EXPANSIVE
I AM EXPENSIVE
I AM HISTORY
I AM AGE
I AM CONTEMPORARY
I AM CONCEPTUAL
I AM CONTRARY
I AM EMPTY
I AM SOUR
I AM CHEESY
I AM PATHETIC
I AM PLAY
I AM DONE
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Lee Boroson (Brooklyn, NY)
For the past 15 years, Lee Boroson has created site-specific installations, often with inflatables, that
illuminate patterns of human navigation. Exploring the phenomenon of “flow”—as in movements of
people, water, or air—he delves into the borders and transitions between the static and the mobile. The
ever-shifting relationship between these two states gives his large, even monumental installations an
unexpected sense of fragility. Yet the material used is solid and, according to Boroson, “could last
forever.” The sense of temporariness stems from the installation’s creation of an undefined zone: no
fixed points, no orientation, everything in flux.
Boroson sees himself as a maker; hands-on experimentation is essential to his process. He works with
industrial materials, but his process is more organic than mathematical, and he makes painterly
discoveries as he goes. Boroson began working with inflatables while experimenting with fabric
structures: he wanted the sculptures to appear full without interfering with their potential to move and
transform. By filling them with air, he makes them appear simultaneously empty and full. This process
evolved after many years of exploring the way architecture creates envelopes of useable air and
regulates the exterior elements. He thinks about his inflatable forms as “thin envelopes for the existing
air,” and is drawn to the idea of creating forms out of a material that is all around us.
Boroson’s work is an exploration of the natural world. He is interested in the idea of landscapes as
constructs that are influenced by our individual viewpoints and perspectives. How we view nature
changes depending on concepts of ownership and the way an individual uses, or abuses, the land
around them. Similarly, our cultural influences affect how we view environmental concerns.
Many of Boroson’s sculptures depict forces of nature that are hard to see—or constantly change
shape—air, wind, fire, smoke, and water. Using inflatables, he gives structure and visibility to natural
systems and processes, such as water currents or the act of burning, and captures the temporary
elements of nature.
Live Rock is a site-specific piece built for this exhibition. It is a hybrid form based on artificial reef
structures—manmade structures that become surrogate homes for undersea life. These reefs are often
built to promote marine life, control erosion, block ship passage, or improve surfing. Some of these
structures are planned, and others are not. For example, a sunken ship or trash can become an artificial
reef by accident. This sculpture shows a complex environment that is normally hidden underwater, and
questions the relationship between natural and artificial. It also considers our human influence on
underwater landscapes and the environmental changes that are both intentional and accidental. The
shapes draw parallels between natural and man-made forms, such as sea foam and paper pulp,
barnacles and plastic bags, coral and cigarette butts
Boroson used silicone coated nylon fabric to create Live Rock. This material is most commonly used for
military applications and for parachutes. It is considered zero porosity, meaning that air cannot pass
through it. Boroson constructs his installations by sewing pieces of fabric together with nylon thread
using a 5-thread overlock machine. Although Live Rock appears to consist of several structures, all of the
elements are connected, creating a continuous air space on the inside. The entire piece is filled from a
single source. Some of the seams are additionally sealed with self-leveling silicone material, but most of
his works are intended to act as filters or ducts, rather than as sealed balloons. Air is pumped into the
piece and then distributed out of it through thousands of sewn stiches.
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Boroson has exhibited widely—both nationally and internationally—for more than 24 years. He has a BA
from the State University of New York, and an MFA from Indiana University. He works and lives in
Brooklyn, NY, and recently had a solo exhibition at MASS MoCA titled Plastic Fantastic. Boroson’s work
was previously shown at the Bedford Gallery in the 2004 traveling exhibition Thin Skin.

Lee Boroson, Live Rock, 2015, nylon, blower, hardware, 12 x 18 x 4 feet
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Early sketches of Lee Boroson’s Live Rock:
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Lewis deSoto (Napa, CA and New York, NY)
Lewis deSoto has been working with religious themes, origination, and cosmology stories since he began
making art in the 1980s. Paranirvana (Self Portrait) is part of that artistic lineage and addresses issues of
consciousness and death. DeSoto began thinking about these concepts after his father died, alone in a
chair in his study, in 1998. Losing his father was a life-changing event for deSoto, and led him to wonder
about consciousness at the time of death. In religion, only Buddhism seemed to articulate the death of
the Buddha as a peaceful occurrence.
This sculpture depicts the Buddha at his death and is closely based on a twelfth century stone Buddha at
Gal Vihara in Sri Lanka. The historical Buddha achieved nirvana during his lifetime and was said to have
been released from the cycle of rebirth. Upon his death, Buddha was “extinguished,” from life and not
reborn. This is called the Parinirvana. People who did not reach nirvana during their lifetimes achieve a
lesser state after death, where their unresolved karma leads them back to the cycle of life and birth.
Considering this, deSoto altered the name of his sculpture and called it Paranirvana, or “great” Nirvana.
He put his own face on this serene sculpture as an expression of hope that he too can have an
experience of serenity and wisdom. By incorporating his own likeness, he has also infused the piece with
a human quality that challenges the viewer to consider how he or she will face the inevitable moment of
death.
“I cannot believe that my karma or actions in this life don’t have the weightless freedom from ignorance
that the historical Buddha’s had,” says deSoto, “but I can hope for a great (para) bliss (nirvana).”
Paranirvana is the only inflatable work deSoto has ever made (although there are two versions of the
piece). He chose to use this material because the inflatable represents the weightlessness we associate
with death. DeSoto has not experienced death, so he cannot give it physical form, and can only see it as
“empty.” He created an inflatable that is empty, yet substantially large, as if the last breath is being held
before letting it go at the end.

Lewis deSoto, Paranirvana (Self Portrait), 2012, painted nylon, fan, 6 x 26 x 7 feet,
courtesy of Chandra Cerrito Contemporary, Oakland, CA
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To fabricate Paranirvana, deSoto worked with a company that makes bouncy castles and other kinds of
inflatable products. He started by sending them a Photoshop mock-up of his ideas. He also sent them
several photos of the stone Buddha he used as a template. The company made a clay model that deSoto
helped tweak by hand. Then the company made a pattern by putting seam lines on the clay model and
scaling it up to actual size. They constructed a “blank” that was checked for proportion and shape. After
deSoto approved the blank, company employees airbrushed the sculpture by hand using deSoto’s color
palette. (The details of the painted image were copied from the original Photoshop files.) During the
process, deSoto met with the company numerous times to go over the construction and design to get
the look of the sculpture just right.
A Southern California native, Lewis deSoto completed his BA at UC Riverside, and his MFA at Claremont
Graduate University in 1981. He is currently a Professor of Art at San Francisco State University. He has
exhibited his work widely since 1986 and has worked on public projects for the City of New York, San
Francisco, Oakland, Sunnyvale, Seattle, and Phoenix. DeSoto is represented by Chandra Cerrito
Contemporary in Oakland.
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Patrick Flibotte (Brooklyn, NY)
For Patrick Flibotte, inflatable sculpture has an ease and a presence like no other.
“You can show up with a cardboard box, unroll the piece, inflate it, and completely take-over a very
large space within minutes,” he says.
Flibotte strives to create work that makes an impact and is accessible to a broad audience. He works in a
range of media, depending on the concept of the artwork, including bronze, plastic and mixed media.
For Flibotte, the conceptual idea of the work drives the choice of media. Flibotte’s main interest is in the
physical manifestation of psychological fantasies.
Flibotte has had a life-long interest in and attraction to the adventure, battle and action of superheroes.
Growing up, he was a veracious reader of comic books, and was in awe of the power and strength of the
characters. He was a precocious kid growing up in a tough neighborhood in South Boston—his life
experiences influenced his inventions and collections and inevitably, his approach to art. He worked in
an auto repair shop for a time, and has always been good at building things and working with his hands.
Flibotte is known for creating inflatable sculptures that challenge male cultural influences. Muscles, cars,
cartoons, celebrity and commercialism all find their way into his artistic process and expression. Humor
and absurdity are common themes in his works, which are generally narrative and always graphic and
bold, and veer from oddly human to impossibly superhuman.

Patrick Flibotte, Inflatable Superheroes, 2007, ripstop nylon, electric fan, 18 x 5 x 4 feet (each)
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Superheroes are one of Flibotte’s favorite genres. He was drawn to the idea of creating a superhero
sculpture because everyone “gets it,” and people both young and old love heroes. He also pokes fun at
the superhero notion by creating the usually rock hard hero in a soft, puffy, light-weight inflatable
medium. The larger-than-life size creates a sense of awe, and at the same time it’s silly, humorous and
playful.
When asked why two figures he responded: “Why not twin superheroes? Double the trouble, a team
(like Batman/Robin), and twice as much action, fun and raucous energy!”
Flibotte creates all of his work on his own in the studio and does not work with outside fabricators. No
matter what the project is, Flibotte will learn the craft, whether it’s mold-making, casting, or sewing.
He starts his creative process with a series of sketches and drawings. He then selects a final drawing and
creates a maquette using plasticine clay. For Inflatable Superheroes, Flibotte considered the issue of
gestures and expressions, but decided to keep the figure faceless and androgynous to let the audience
fill in the blanks. The maquette he created was approximately 16 inches, and he meticulously covered it
with three layers of duct tape, which serves as a “poor man’s mold.” This is a technique he learned from
fellow BLOW UP artist Billie Grace Lynn. He cut the duct tape away from the sculpture and added darts
so he could flatten the mold. He then placed the
flattened duct tape pattern onto an overhead
projector and enlarged the image to create the
pattern for a 9-foot high sculpture. Using the
pattern, he cut silicon ripstop nylon and pinned
together the various pieces. Flibotte likes ripstop
nylon because it is light weight, easy to sew, and
durable. It took Flibotte approximately 60 hours
to sew just one of his two figures. He uses a
turbine fan to inflate the pieces because they’re
quiet and long lasting.
Flibotte was raised in Boston, Massachusetts and
received a BFA from University of Massachusetts,
Dartmouth with a concentration in Sculpture/3-D
Studies. He received an MFA in sculpture from
University of Georgia. In 2005, Flibotte lectured in
the sculpture department at the University of
Miami, and later was commissioned to construct a
large sculpture for the campus. Flibotte lives and
works in Brooklyn, NY.

A docent-led tour at Bedford Gallery.
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Billie Grace Lynn (Miami, FL)
Billie Grace Lynn depicted an elephant because the animal possesses layers of symbolism that span
many different cultures. White elephants have been considered sacred in Asia since ancient times. The
Buddha was conceived after his mother dreamed of a white elephant holding a lotus blossom. As a
result, possessing a white elephant conferred great prestige on a family, but also a huge burden.
Keeping a white elephant was very expensive because it had to be provided with special food and
accommodations and could not be used for labor. The gift of a white elephant was considered both a
blessing and a curse and it bankrupted many recipients, some deliberately.
The Hindu god Ganesh, known as the elephant god, whose effigy is found at the entrances of homes,
businesses, and temples throughout India, exemplifies the contradictions between the known and the
unknown. Ganesh marks the transitional space between the sacred and the profane. He is a protector
and a destroyer, and the creator and remover of obstacles.
In English, the idiom, “the elephant in the room,” is commonly used to refer to an obvious truth that is
ignored, or not spoken, usually because it is taboo or embarrassing.

Billie Grace Lynn, White Elephant 1, 2007, ripstop nylon, chiffon, electric fan, 10 x 6 x 8 feet
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“The White Elephant is an apt metaphor for our contemporary condition; too expensive to sustain, too
precious to surrender, and in a rapid state of change,” says Lynn. She intends for this ancient symbol of
transformation to remind the viewer to respect others, to remember the past, and to protect the future.
“The elephant is able to move silently in spite of its great mass. Perhaps we too will learn to step more
carefully.”
Lynn works with inflatables because she loves being able to create enormous pieces that she can easily
ship anywhere in the world. Using such a lightweight, portable material is important because her
inflatable works have often been used for activist events where they are carried in a parade or a march.
Her ultimate goal with her artwork is to “inspire the senses – to make the body feel – without
necessarily direct experience, through signs, colors, sounds, movement, and so on.”
Lynn starts by creating a small model of the work and covers it with duct tape. She then peels off the
duct tape in sections and flattens them to create pattern pieces. She invented this process out of
desperation for a project that required her to quickly make a pattern of a sperm whale. After she cuts
the small pattern pieces, she uses an overhead projector or grid on the floor to create the large pieces
that she uses to cut the material, in this case ripstop nylon and chiffon. She usually assembles most of
the body of each piece using a sewing machine and then makes the finishing touches, such as the
elephant’s trunk and the folds of skin, by hand. The internal skeleton is made of aluminum tubing. It was
designed to help give shape and structure to the body, as well as to help with the weight of the material.
It comes apart into small pieces so it can easily be shipped.
After studying philosophy and religious studies as an undergraduate at Tulane University in New
Orleans, Lynn went on to study Sculpture at the San Francisco Art Institute where she earned her MFA in
1989. She has had solo exhibitions of her work in California, Florida, New York, Pennsylvania,
Washington, and in China, and has participated in numerous group exhibitions in New York, Cleveland,
San Francisco and Germany. Lynn is an Associate Professor of Sculpture at the University of Miami.
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Guy Overfelt (San Francisco, CA)
Guy Overfelt was initially drawn to inflatables after a chance encounter with one of the attractions at a
Texas state fair. As he was driving through the state he spotted the fair, and, thinking they might sell
cigarettes, decided to stop even though it was closing time. Overfelt tells the story:
“I was going against the stream of people leaving and noticed a massive inflatable open-jawed javelina
(an animal resembling a pig, often called a peccary). It was probably the length of a football field. As I
approached the entrance between the giant javelina fangs, the operator said, ‘Go on in but you’d better
hurry through.’ As I walked the maze of the javelina’s interior organs, about half way through, I could
hear the massive diesel generators sputtering –essentially running out of fuel. Totally panicked, I looked
around for a way out. Who I am kidding, an emergency exit inside a javelina? Not a chance. As the
inflatable was closing down on me I found a seam that I was able to tear open and escape. I ran back
towards the deflating javelina head and there was the operator laughing, ‘I see you made it out. Yeah,
looks like we ran out of fuel!’ he says. True story. So after that harrowing experience, who wouldn’t
want to work with inflatables? I also quit smoking.”
The inflatable car is part of Overfelt’s longstanding interest in car culture. He often explores the role of
automobiles in contemporary American culture and their place as a recognizable symbol of masculinity,
speed, and personal freedom. The 1977 Pontiac Trans Am, specifically, has served as the inspiration for
an ongoing body of work. He chose this particular car, the model famously used in the film Smokey and
the Bandit, because he feels this is the car that best represents the American Dream.

Guy Overfelt, Untitled (a life size inflatable replica of my Smokey and the Bandit 1977 Trans Am), 1999, inflatable nylon and
electric blower, 4.5 x 17 x 7 feet
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In the film, the main character, Bandit, is hired to participate in an illegal, cross-state truck haul. He
completes the job, while picking up an attractive woman and repeatedly outrunning the police in the
process, “smokey” is a slang term for Highway Patrol. Smokey and the Bandit, which was the second
highest grossing film of 1977, represents many stereotypes about male-dominated car culture. The hero
(played by Burt Reynolds at his commercial peak) enjoys the freedom of the open road and is not bound
by the law. He embodies the image of the “cool guy” with the fast car that appears so often in popular
culture.
In addition to that symbolism, Overfelt recalls a moment in Smokey and the Bandit where Reynolds
takes of his cowboy hat to prove that men can be sensitive and vulnerable after Sally Fields says to him,
“Don’t you ever take off that stupid hat?” This line stuck with Overfelt for a long time after seeing the
movie. While he was a student at the San Francisco Art Institute, the artist Paul Kos asked the same
question in reference to Overfelt’s baseball hat. “All those years wearing a baseball hat came into
question,” says Overfelt. “His taunting shouldn’t have mattered much but it made me think about
branding and the tactics employed to create recognizable associations.”
The car, particularly one as distinct as the 1977 Trans Am with its gold phoenix spread across the hood,
is a product that comes loaded with cultural symbolism and associations. Car brands are targeted to
different lifestyles through careful marketing and branding, with the muscle car appealing directly to
one’s masculinity. Overfelt’s inflatable version of the car presents a macho element of American culture
as puffy and playful, questioning its history while gently poking fun at the male attraction to speed and
power.
When creating his inflatable car, Overfelt thought about the role of the General Motors Trans Am as it
relates to companies influencing consumerist desire, including the wildly successful movie partnership
that helped the company achieve record sales in 1977. Today, the piece has taken on new meaning.
Thirty years after the Trans Am’s peak sales, and just two years after the 2008 economic crash and
government bailouts, General Motors was bankrupt and the Pontiac brand officially died. Conceptually,
the inflatable Trans Am makes a perfect vehicle to talk about the complex inflate and deflate, boom and
bust cycle of the economy.
Originally, Overfelt wanted to make his Trans Am out of Mylar so that it could float because he wanted
to use it to disrupt the Macy’s Day parade. However, he did not know how to balance the correct
formula of helium to air, and feared “floating away.” He instead decided to explore using polyethylene,
which is the same material used to make inflatable Bounce Houses.
After having the idea to use polyethylene, Overfelt went to a car dealership with an inflatable monkey
on its rooftop and got the name of the fabricator. Initially the company was a little apprehensive about
taking on such a complex project, but decided they were up for the challenge and collaboration. To
begin, Overfelt did a 360-degree photo shoot around his own actual Trans Am. Those images were
imported into a 3D program that could develop the pattern and structure the airflow. Once the piece
was built, it was hand painted using a combination of airbrushing and stenciling. The design and
fabrication process took about eight months to complete.
Overfelt is a San Francisco-based artist who received his MFA from the San Francisco Art Institute in
1996, and his BA from the Maryland Institute College of Art in 1994. He is represented by Evergold
Gallery in San Francisco. Overfelt has shown his work both nationally and internationally, and last year
received a Fleishhacker Foundation Eureka Fellowship.
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Momoyo Torimitsu (New York, NY)
Somehow I Don’t Feel Comfortable was originally created for a gallery show in Paris in 2000 and the size
was planned exactly for that space. The bunnies were intentionally made oversized, so they would seem
cramped and trapped between the floor and ceiling. The focus of this piece is cuteness, especially in
relation to its definition in Japan. Most of us are very familiar with the Japanese character Hello Kitty,
but might not realize the extent to which this image and culture is marketed in Japan. There are
thousands of Hello Kitty goods available not only for children, but also for grown men and women. The
Japanese culture is immersed in Hello Kitty—from cell phone covers and bed sheets, to lingerie, and cuff
links. The proliferation of Hello Kitty is an indicator of the “cuteness syndrome” that has found its way
into consumer goods and influenced female behavior in Japanese society. The cuteness syndrome
affects everything from communication and negotiation to smiling and sexuality.
A bunny is one of the stereotyped images of cuteness. It is innocent, pure, small, and seen as something
that should be protected. Torimitsu wanted to present this cute image distorted in a way that expresses
her feelings when she faces her own culture. These oversized bunnies look down on the viewer and no
longer seem cute. Instead, they are a bit disturbing.
This sculpture also addresses the concept of what the Japanese call “rabbit hutches,” a reference to the
cramped housing situations found in large cities in Japan. The term was originally coined by a French
diplomat who visited Tokyo in the early 1970s and the expression remains in Japanese culture today.
With this work Torimitsu visually illustrates Japan’s repressed lifestyle and tight living spaces with her
cute but cramped figures.

Momoyo Torimitsu, Somehow I Don’t Feel Comfortable, 2000, inflatable nylon balloons, 15.8 x 9 x 6.5 feet each, photo by Kioku
Keizo, Courtesy of Misa Shin Gallery, Tokyo, Japan
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Not all of Torimitsu’s works are inflatable. She uses the medium when it best fits her concepts. For
example, Somehow I Don’t Feel Comfortable, needed to express a feeling of being cramped between the
floor and the ceiling and the material needed to be flexible to achieve that goal.
Another project, Mimimi, used inflatable bodysuits shaped like teddy bears. Torimitsu created blank
white bears and then painted them with a pink camouflage pattern. These inflatables were used as part
of a performance on the street in reaction to the mood after the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Torimitsu felt the
anxiety in New York City and noticed fewer people were wearing camouflage-patterned clothing, but
more toys relating to war were being sold.
Torimitsu is trained as a sculptor. To create Somehow I Don’t Feel Comfortable she modeled a smaller
version of the bunny with plasticine and then brought it to a fabricator who created a pattern by hand.
The fabricator analyzed the shape of the clay sculpture and made the pattern, as if making clothing, and
then scaled the pattern pieces to the correct size for the finished piece. The fabricator sewed together
different varieties of vinyl-coated cloth for the final piece. Although it all looks the same, the different
pieces are made from vinyl with varying amounts of stretchiness, depending on the curves, in order to
get the precise shape.
Torimitsu was familiar with the technical details needed to create this type of sculpture because she had
worked as a freelance model maker for the same company while she was an art school student in Japan.
During this period, she worked on character design and clay modeling for concerts, children’s events,
and balloon parades for Tokyo Disneyland. This experience is part of what inspired her to use inflatable
balloons as sculpture in her artwork.
Born in Japan, Momoyo Torimitsu has lived and worked in New York since 1996, when she joined the
P.S. 1 International Studio Program. Recent exhibitions include: SugiPOP! Portsmouth Museum of Art,
Portsmouth, NH; Utopia Now, International Biennial of Media Art, Experimenta, Melbourne; Shenzhen
Biannual of Urbanism\Architecture 2009, Shenzhen, China; Thurst Projects, New York; National
Museum of Singapore, Singapore; Mori Art Museum, Tokyo; and ZKM, Karlsruhe.
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These photos show the process of creating the inflatable bunnies, starting with the small clay model and the creation of a
pattern from that model.
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Christo and Jeanne-Claude
At the 1968 documenta IV exhibition in Kassel, Germany, Christo and
Jeanne-Claude created the largest-ever inflated structure without a
skeleton titled 5,600 Cubicmeter Package. After three unsuccessful
attempts, it was erected on August 3, 1968, with the assistance of five
cranes, two of which were 230 feet (70 meters) high and weighed 200 tons
each. The pair of giant cranes, the tallest Europe had to offer, had been
operating separately in northern France and in Hamburg, Germany. It took
two weeks just to make arrangements for both cranes to arrive
simultaneously in Kassel and to elevate the inflated air package from its
horizontal position on the ground to its vertical position.
The 7-ton air package consisted of an envelope made of 21,528 square feet (2,000 square meters) of
Trevira fabric coated with PVC and tied with ropes. The heat-sealed fabric envelope was restrained by a
net made of 11,482 feet (3,500 meters) of rope specially prepared by professional riggers and secured
by 1,200 knots.
The elevation took 9 hours. Once elevated, the 5,600 Cubic Meter Package stood 280 feet (85 meters)
tall, with a diameter of 32.8 feet (10 meters). Chief engineer Dimiter Zagoroff designed a three-and-ahalf ton, 36-foot (11-meter) diameter steel, cradle-like base to support the air package 36 feet (11
meters) above the ground. The steel cradle was hinged on a central steel column anchored in a one-ton
concrete foundation. Air pressure was maintained by a centrifugal blower run by a variable-speed
electric motor. A gasoline generator stood by in case of power failure. To keep the air package in its
vertical position, steel guy wires were anchored to 12 embedded concrete foundations, six 10-ton and
six 18-ton, which were completely removed when the air package was taken down three months later.
All expenses of the project were borne by Christo and Jeanne-Claude through the sale of original
drawings, collages, and early works of the fifties and sixties.
The land was restored to its original condition.
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Joshua Allen Harris, Brooklyn, NY
Artist Joshua Allen Harris has created inflatable polar bear sculptures from plastic bags that inflate and
deflate with the passing of subterranean New York subway trains, which spring to life with every passing
of a train. His oversize creatures and animals are both humorous and tender as they shift and move with
the wind—so out of place tethered on the subway grate—and then fade away in a vital commentary on
global warming.
Harris has also created several mythical and mysterious creatures including a Loch-Ness monster, a
Centaurian figure, and a crowd of giggly shapes, each exhibiting a rapid transformation from a discarded
lump of plastic into an engaging figure.
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Additional Inflatables
You may have noticed several other miscellaneous inflatables throughout the BLOW UP exhibition –
inflatable balloon dogs, speckled dotted figures, and other small oddities. These objects are not “fine
art” objects like the other larger works in the show. They are commercial products that are widely
available, some of which were inspired by contemporary artists and their work. Read more about these
objects below:
Gary Baseman’s Toby's Wild Ride inflatable dog
Gary Baseman (born 1960) is an American contemporary artist who works
in illustration, fine art, toy design, and animation. He is the creator of
the ABC/Disney cartoon series, Teacher’s Pet, and the artistic designer of Cranium, a
popular board game. Baseman’s aesthetic combines pop art images, pre- and postwar vintage motifs, cross-cultural mythology, and literary and psychological archetypes.
His art is frequently associated with the lowbrow pop movement, also known as pop
surrealism.
Baseman’s character, Toby, is featured in his 2005 illustration series, For the Love of Toby.
Baseman states that “Toby is your shadow. Your mirror. Your best friend in the whole
wide world. He can smell your fear. He is addicted to your insecurity. He knows how to
push your buttons. He is no Teacher’s Pet. He loves you. He truly loves you.”

Nick Cave’s “Untitled” bop bags
Nick Cave (born 1959) is an American fabric sculptor, dancer, and performance artist. He is
best known for his Soundsuits: wearable fabric sculptures that are bright, whimsical, and
other-worldly. Soundsuits camouflage the body, masking and creating a second skin that
conceals race, gender, and class, forcing the viewer to look without judgment. The ‘bop bag’
inflatables in BLOW UP feature an image of one of Cave’s Soundsuits.

FriendsWithYou’s Super Malfi figures
FriendsWithYou (FWY) is an artist-collective based in Los Angeles, CA. In
2002, the collective began creating soft sculptures as a means to create
more ‘accessible’ art. They now work in a variety of mediums, including
paintings, sculpture, large site-specific installations, public playgrounds,
published works, and live performances. FWY describe their work as a
healing process intended to increase relatability and connection to each
other, and the surrounding world, by cultivating special moments of
spiritual awareness and joyous interaction. According to FWY, Super
Malfi is a magical wizard that brings joy to everyone, and provides good
luck if you rub his spots! Super Malfi is undeniably uplifting and leaves a
lasting positive impact on viewers.
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Fatboy, Inc.
Fatboy, Inc. is an imaginative lifestyle brand that designs and produces products for the home and
office, including seating, lighting, and other miscellaneous items such as the balloon dogs series. The
dogs have been incorporated into the exhibition as a fun and whimsical addition to the BLOW UP show.

From left to right: Dolly, Hot Dog, and Big Dog by Fatboy, Inc.
Fatboy Inc.’s inflatable Big Dog is reminiscent of Jeff Koons’ famous Balloon Dog sculptures.
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